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Transnet is the custodian of South Africa’s ports, rail and pipelines

Owns &
Operates
20,500 km
track,
including
1,500 km
dedicated
heavy haul

Supports
Transnet
through
equipment
maintenance
and
manufacture

Is landlord
to 8
commercial
Ports around
the South
African
coastline

16 cargo
terminal
operations
across South
African Ports

3 800 km of
pipeline
capacity for
petroleum
and gas
products
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Africa’s share in global merchandise trade remains small but the declining
trend has reversed

Trend reversal

Marginally
above
3%
By 2010 it was
3.3

2%

Africa’s trade value has been increasing steadily concomitant with the rise in the prices of commodities,
which continue to dominate Africa’s export portfolio and improved growth and income performance on
the continent

Africa’s Levels of intra-regional trade remain well below potential

SSA Exports in $ Millions

Source: Brookings Africa Growth Initiative, 2012

SSA Imports in $ Millions

The weak regional freight system is a key contributing factor to low
levels of intra-regional trade
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Transport System Performance

•A wealth of insight with respect to the performance of the regional freight system has
been generated over the past few years. Studies have focused on the causes of poor
performance and ways of overcoming identified challenges. With respect to the freight
system, the key challenges that have been identified can be summarized as:
1. Poor infrastructure, skills and institutional capacity,
2. Weak adoption of technology and high costs of telecommunications;

3. Low density across the transport network;
4. A fragmented regulatory environment and inefficient border processes;
5. A shortage of available funds to address the identified challenges.

•The failure to address these challenges has been a significant factor in Africa’s
continuing marginalisation in global trade.

•Reversing this trend will require significant and sustained improvement in all of the
areas mentioned above.
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Infrastructure Gap

• Since the 1980s, the gap between demand and supply for basic infrastructure
sectors (including power generation and distribution, water and sanitation,
telecommunications and transport) has been rapidly growing in Africa.

• While demand has massively increased due to strong population growth as well as

high rates of urbanization, supply has remained constant or has even decreased in
some cases.

• Today, the total annual expenditures required to meet Africa’s infrastructure

investment needs stand at approximately USD 93 billion. (WB and AFD, 2010)

• Current annual spend is only USD 45 billion (with 66% corresponding to budget
expenditures, 20% to private investment, and 12% to ODA);

• This leaves a financing gap of about USD 48 billion per year.

Source: OECD, 2013

The project preparation gap

• In Africa it is becoming clear that the reasons for the shortage of infrastructure
investment go beyond the need for policy and governance reforms.

• The key problem is not a lack of funding.
• It is the lack of packaged, bankable projects—which in turn points to a need for a
structured approach to project preparation.

• African policy makers face special obstacles when it comes to adequate project
preparation.

• The African Development Bank and the Development Bank of Southern Africa have
established infrastructure project preparation facilities.

• Regional economic communities are establishing such facilities to deal with crossborder infrastructure projects.

What Sub Saharan Africa (SSA) needs ?

Complete Funding Package
 South Africa and the region needs to
provide a complete financial package
that includes, Project Preparation funds,
Finance, Design and Operations.
 This requires DFI’s (DBSA, IDC), Port,
Rail operators, Public and Private sector
to work together to deliver a complete
package

Skills Development
 93% of African maritime personnel
are trained outside of Africa.
 SOE’s, like Transnet, have facilities
that are fully equipped to train people
from the region.
 Solutions in SSA must ensure that
training is an integral part of the
financial and technical package.

Transparent and a clear
regularity framework in SSA
 Investments in Infrastructure can only
take place if there is certainty in the
regulatory environment.
 Sub Saharan Africa must ensure that
the relevant legal frameworks are in
place so that risks are minimised.

Better collaboration between the
Public and Private Sector
 Closer collaboration between the
Public and Private sector is required
to pursue regional opportunities

 SOE’s can play a significant role in
unlocking some of the barriers that
the private sector encounters in the
continent
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Transnet's role in supporting economic development in SSA
Explanation
Creation of Joint Rail
Operations centres
(JOC’s)

Transnet is
manufacturing rail & port
equipment for the region.

Applicability

Considerations

 A JOC has been created in Maputo with representation from the SA and
Mozambique Railways and the Muputo Port Operators. Joint operations
planning supports the efficient flow of cross border traffic.
 Similar JOC’s will be established in Zambia and Botswana

 We supply a number of African countries with Locomotives, Wagons and
coaches
 The supply agreements often include the ongoing maintenance of the
equipment and operator training
 Our Research & Development teams are well advanced on the development of
equipment that is designed specifically to prevalent conditions in Africa.

Transnet has fully
equipped training
academies which can
train port, rail and
pipelines students

 The training schools are equipped with modern facilities to train port, rail and
pipeline staff from the region. Many of the training modules are internationally
accredited.

Cooperate with the
Ports Management
Association of Eastern
& Southern African
(PMAESA) Ports to
develop a regional
ports plan.

 PMAESA has resolved to develop a regional ports plan which will foster better
co-ordination amongst member ports.
 A Regional Ports Plan will enable the various ports to expand in accordance with
an overarching plan that is designed to improve the shipping efficiency of the
region – compete as a region rather than as individual ports
13

Transnet's role in supporting economic development in SSA
Explanation

Applicability

Considerations

Increase cross border
Rail volumes

 Transnet Freight Rail has aggressive plans that will focus on increasing cross
border rail volume on the three major corridors flows to/from South Africa :

Maputo corridor (SA , Swaziland, Mozambique)
- East West Corridor (SA, Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho)
- North South Corridor (SA, Zimbabwe, Zambia, DRC, Tanzania)

The Transport Port
authority is pursuing the
signature of inter Port
cooperation agreements
with other African Ports

 The agreements will seek to promote cooperation on issues such as Security,
Training, dredging and other Services

Transnet Pipelines is
developing an integrated
end to end fuel solution
for cross border
destinations.

 TPL is currently developing an end to end fuel solution (Pipe and Rail) to
support neighbouring countries

Provide an efficient
container transhipment
Hub for the Region

 More than 20% of South Africa’s container throughput is transhipment cargo,
half of which is through the Port of Ngqura which has been marketed as a Hub
 More than 60% of the transhipment cargo is destined to/from Africa
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Accelerating and Sustaining Infrastructure Opportunities

• For Infrastructure delivery in Africa to succeed, it must feed off its own success

and create a virtuous cycle. The infrastructure roll out must be accompanied by
rapid industrialisation and growing intra-African trade. This will stimulate
economic diversification and create new and bigger markets.

• We need to deepen our understanding of our economies and the constraints

faced by entrepreneurs and industries in trying to access markets. We need to be
bold about our industrialisation potential and develop long term infrastructure
plans to realise this potential. This will allow us to undertake more targeted
interventions.

Recommendations

• Continue to emphasise infrastructure investment as a key development pillar
• Continue to emphasise good governance and risk management
• Provide technical and financial support for project preparation
• Prioritise regional integration initiatives
• Lower barriers to market entry
• SOE’s are appropriate infrastructure investment vehicles under the right
conditions

End
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